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A BST R AC T   

 

Aim: To compare the functional results and the frequency of carpal tunnel syndrome between patients who 

underwent Open reduction internal fixation(ORIF)+carpal tunnel release(CTR) and those who underwent 

isolated open reduction internal fixation in AO 23 B and C type fractures. 

Methods: Patients with AO Type 23-B1, 23-B2, 23-B3, 23-C1, 23-C2, and 23-C3 fractures who underwent 

ORIF were included in the study. The patients who underwent ORIF were divided into two groups: those who 

underwent CTR and those who did not. The patients’ VAS scores and Patient-Rated Wrist Evaluation (PRWE) 

scores were evaluated on postoperative day 1,  month one,  month three,  month six, and month twelve. 

Results: Eighty-two patients were included in the study. ORIF+CTR was performed in 46 patients, and 

isolated ORIF was performed in 36 patients. CTS symptoms were observed in 6 patients in the group that only 

underwent ORIF at postoperative three months. At the 6-month control EMG, CTS was detected in 5 out of 6 

patients where only ORIF was performed. 

Conclusion: Concomitant CTR during ORIF in AO type 23B and 23C fractures is an effective surgical 

treatment procedure in preventing the development of CTS. 
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The treatment of distal radius fractures (DRF) 

were divided into surgical and non-surgical 

methods. During the application of non-surgical 

procedures, carpal tunnel syndrome may occur 

due to excessive Cotton-Loder position in the 

cast, extreme manipulation during reduction, or 

callus formation after the fracture [1, 2] . The 

incidence of carpal tunnel syndrome after 

surgery is also determined to be 5.4% [3]. 

Especially after volar plate application, there is 

an increase in carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) 

frequency for various reasons. In selected cases, 

in addition to open reduction internal fixation  

(ORIF), carpal tunnel release (CTR) may be 

beneficial in reducing the frequency of carpal 

tunnel syndrome. 

In our study, we aimed to compare the 

functional outcomes and the frequency of carpal 
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tunnel syndrome between patients who 

underwent ORIF+CTR and those who underwent 

isolated ORIF in AO 23 B and C type fractures. 

 

  

 

Our study was conducted retrospectively by 

selecting patients who underwent surgery for 

DRF between 2015 and 2020. Clinical research 

ethics committee approval was obtained for this 

study. The ethics committee number is 

09.2022.578/07.09.2022.  Our study was carried 

out in accordance with the Declaration of 

Helsinki 

Patients with AO Type 23-B1, 23-B2, 23-B3, 

23-C1, 23-C2, and 23-C3 fractures who 

underwent ORIF were included in the study. The 

patients who underwent ORIF were divided into 

two groups: those who underwent CTR and those 

who did not. The anterior Henry approach was 

used in all cases, and fixation was performed 

with volar plate and screws. Patients with a 

follow-up period of less than 1 year, under 18 

years old or over 55 years old, alcohol or drug 

addiction, a history of rheumatic disease, 

irregular follow-up visits, incomplete or 

inconsistent medical records, and previous nerve 

or wrist surgery on the same extremity were 

excluded from the study. All patients were 

operated by a single surgeon and the same 

postoperative rehabilitation protocol was 

applied. As in previous studies, the decision to 

perform decompression was made by the surgeon 

[4]. 

The patient’s comorbidities, occupation, 

dominant extremity, gender distribution, age 

ranges, and classification of the type of injury 

and fracture were recorded. The patients' VAS 

scores and Patient-Rated Wrist Evaluation 

(PRWE) scores were evaluated on postoperative 

day 1, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, and 12 

months. As in previous studies, EMG was 

performed at the third and sixth months after 

surgery. [4]. 

Statistical Analyses 

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 

software (IBM Corp. Released 2017. IBM SPSS 

Statistics for Windows, Version 25.0. Armonk, 

NY, USA: IBM Corp.). The conformity of the 

numerical variables to the normal distribution 

was performed using visual (histogram and 

probability graphs) and analytical methods 

(Kolmogorov-Smirnov/Shapiro-Wilk tests) .The 

Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the 

groups. A p-value of less than 0.05 was 

considered to show a statistically significant 

result. 

 

 

 

When the data on the patients were analyzed, 

it was determined that 97 patients underwent 

surgery due to AO Type 23-B1, 23-B2, 23-B3, 

23-C1, 23-C2, and 23-C3 fractures. Considering 

the exclusion and inclusion criteria, 82 patients 

were included in the study. Demographic data, 

comorbidities, occupations, dominant 

extremities, the mechanism of injury, and 

fracture type of the patients are given in Table 1.  

The VAS and PRWE scores of the patients in 

both groups were compared on postoperative day 

1, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, and 12 months 

in Table 2 and Table 3. No CTS findings were 

detected in the control EMG performed at 3 

months in both groups. However, CTS symptoms 

like numbness and tingling in digits, pain and 

paresthesias that awaken patient at night were 

observed in 6 patients in the group that only 

underwent ORIF.  

At the 6-month control EMG, CTS was 

detected in 5 out of 6 patients where only ORIF 

was performed. Statistically, CTS was 

significantly more common only in the group 

where ORIF was performed (p=0.042). 

Materials and methods 

Results 
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Table 1. Demographic data of the patients and description of the population. 

Parameters ORIF+CTR ORIF NOT CTR 

Number of patients 46 36 

Gender (ratio,male/female) 37:9 30:6 

Dominant side 42 26 

Range and mean age of the patients 18-55(37.84) 20-55(37) 

The fracture type according to the AO classification   

23-B1 3 (6.5%) 3(8.3%) 

23-B2 6 (13%) 9(25%) 

23-B3 12 (26.1%) 7(19.4%) 

23-C1 6 (13%) 6(16.7%) 

23-C2 10 (21.7%) 5(13.9%) 

23-C3 9 (19.6%) 6(16.7%) 

Comorbidities   

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) 2 2 

Hypertension (HT) 3 1 

HT+DM 1 1 

Thyroid dysfunction 2 0 

Yok 38 32 

Occupation   

Farming-livestock 13 (28.3%) 12 (33.3%) 

Security forces 2 (4.3%) 2 (5.6%) 

Self-employment 8 (17.4%) 9 (25%) 

Desk job 8 (17.4%) 6 (16.7%) 

Student 4 (8.7%) 2 (5.6%) 

Industrial sector 11 (23.9%) 5 (13.9%) 

Type of travma   

Battered 7 (15.2%) 3 (8.3%) 

Traffic accident 16 (34.8%) 14(38.9%) 

Fallen 22 (47.8%) 16 (44.4%) 

Sports accident 1 (2.2%) 3 (8.3%) 

 

Table 2. PRWE scores of the patients on day 1, 

month 1, month 3, month 6, and month 12. 

Time Average 

PRWE 

score of 

NOT CTR 

Average PRWE 

score of 

ORIF+CTR 

P value 

Day 1 79.22 77.26 0.354 

Month 1 51.52 51.28 1.000 

Month 3 32.88 30.67 0.288 

Month 6 18.80 17.32 0.459 

Month 12 8.44 8.39 0.791 

 

Table 3. VAS scores of the patients on day 1, 

month 1, month 3, month 6, and month 12. 

Time Average 

VAS score 

of NOT 

CTR 

Average VAS 

score of 

ORIF+CTR 

P value 

Day 1 6.36 6.41 0.882 

Month 1 4.13 4.08 0.883 

Month 3 2.44 2.54 0.670 

Month 6 1.19 0.95 0.318 

Month 12 0.77 0.47 0.219 
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In our study, we compared functional 

outcomes of patients who underwent isolated 

open reduction and internal fixation with the 

release of the transverse carpal ligament in distal 

radius fractures with intra-articular extension. 

Functional outcomes and pain levels of patients 

in both groups were statistically similar at 1 day, 

1 month, 3 months, 6 months, and 12 months 

after surgery. However, the statistical analysis 

showed that the incidence of carpal tunnel 

syndrome was significantly higher in the group 

that underwent isolated ORIF. 

Distal radius fractures are one of the most 

common fracture types encountered in the 

emergency departments. These fractures have a 

bimodal distribution, occurring after high-energy 

trauma in young male patients and after low-

energy trauma in elderly female patients. Studies 

have shown that the relationship between DRF 

and CTS is stronger than previously thought[5-

8]. 

Distal radius fractures can result in a wide 

range of complications. Malunion, nonunion, 

joint stiffness, intra-articular fractures with 

arthritis, chronic regional pain syndrome, and 

carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) are some of the 

potential complications. CTS can occur acutely, 

transiently, or delayed following a distal radius 

fracture[9, 10]. Many factors are blamed for the 

development of CTS, including volar displaced 

fracture fragments, increased carpal tunnel 

pressure due to local anaesthetic agents at the 

fracture site, oedema in carpal tunnel structures 

associated with the fracture, hematoma from the 

fracture increasing carpal tunnel pressure, 

placement of a volar plate on the distal radius, 

fibrosis development due to excessive 

manipulation and soft tissue dissection during 

fracture reduction, excessive callus formation 

during fracture healing, and compression of the 

median nerve due to malunion of the fracture [7, 

11]. 

It has been stated in many publications that the 

presence of volar displaced fracture fragments 

and volar plating pose a risk in the development 

of carpal tunnel syndrome. [7, 11-13] This is due 

to the compression of the median nerve due to the 

healing of the fracture fragments with callus 

tissue. In addition, fibrosis development due to 

soft tissue dissection during volar plate 

application is also blamed.[14]. In a meta-

analysis, it was found that the safest method for 

the development of carpal tunnel syndrome is 

dorsal plate fixation. [15]. In our study, in 

accordance with the literature, in cases where 

volar plate fixation was performed, and carpal 

tunnel release was not performed, carpal tunnel 

syndrome has been observed to develop more 

frequently. 

There is no consensus in the literature 

regarding the prophylactic use of carpal tunnel 

release (CTR) in distal radius fracture surgery 

[16-18]. Fuller et al. showed that the intra-carpal 

tunnel pressure decreased within 24 hours after 

volar plating fixation in distal radius fractures. 

Therefore routine prophylactic CTR was not 

recommended [16]. However, this study was 

conducted on a small sample size. Similarly, a 

systematic review by Al-Amin et al. concluded 

that prophylactic CTR is unnecessary in volar 

plating applications [3]. On the other hand, there 

are publications that recommend prophylactic 

CTR[19-21]. In a study examining 23,733 

patients, it was reported that patients might 

benefit from prophylactic CTR (carpal tunnel 

release) [12]. Medici et al. Recommended 

CTR during fracture fixation in their study of 

35 patients [4]. Gwathmey et al. found that CTR 

during fracture fixation using the Hybrid Flexor 

Carpi Radialis Approach could reduce median 

nerve dysfunction [5]. Distal radius fractures are 

often complicated by carpal tunnel syndrome, 

Discussion 
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which is a preventable pathology in most cases.  

Factors that can help prevent carpal tunnel 

syndrome during treatment include avoiding 

long-term immobilization, achieving anatomical 

fracture reduction, druing reduction 

manipulating soft tissues without causing 

damage, respecting soft tissues during surgical 

approaches, and performing appropriate physical 

therapy during the final stages of treatment. The 

most significant factor affecting functional 

outcomes in distal radius fractures is carpal 

tunnel syndrome[7]. 

Our study has some limitations, as only intra-

articular fractures were included. Further 

research is needed with a broader patient group, 

including all fracture types. In addition, a 

prospective randomized controlled study would 

increase the value of the research. 

In conclusion, concomitant CTR during ORIF 

in AO type 23B and 23C fractures is an effective 

surgical treatment procedure in preventing the 

development of CTS. 
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